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Not your typical Nicholas Sparks love story

If you're looking for a romantic, Adjective , heart-warming story of how we first met...you're in the wrong

place! It all began in a local Noun many of you know as Proper Noun Scotts. We met through

mutual friends and spent the night flirting, Adjective and laughing. After sharing a Noun home

that night, I thought to myself "well that was Adjective " as I watched Ronan hop out of the cab and walk

up his driveway. Not expecting anything to come out of that night (we were both recently single, he was fresh

out of the Army and I was going back to Noun in a little over a month to finish up my Bachelor's

degree), I was slightly surprised to see my phone light up the next day from a text message from him. For our

first date, we ate Food at Tiana beach as we sat on the lifeguard stand and watched the stars (I know,

sounds Adjective but it was perfect). I always found Ronan so easy to talk to. Although he

made me Adjective in the beginning, he always found a way to make me Verb Base Form and I just

always looked forward to spending all of my free time with him. Less than a year later, I slowly started leaving

more and more Noun at his apartment and miraculously his shower became filled with fruity shampoos

and conditioners. It reached a point where his mom (love you mom) had to spell it out for his poor, naive soul

that I was now living with him (I think the the Noun , throw Noun and Noun gave it

away too). Now flash forward another two years and we spend our days/nights together planning date nights

around around our crazy schedules, raising our a**hole Animal /furchild together, eating Food

an unhealthy amount of times in a week, and just being each other's best-friends.

NOW if you're still here, you can hear all the details about the proposal ! It was actually my idea to go

Verb Present ends in ING .



Ronan booked the appointment weeks ahead of time and had me under the impression it was a birthday gift.

Friday, June 29th came and it was a beautiful, summer day with clear skies. Turns out, Ronan had this whole

thing planned for weeks and told everyone in our families our jump time so they could all be there when we

landed! The jump itself was Adjective . No words can really describe it. As I got closer to the ground, the

instructor was like "wow look at all those Proper Noun on the ground". Me being an idiot, had no idea all

of "those people" were both of our families. Filled with adrenaline from the jump and Verb Present ends in 

ING on landing safely, I somehow missed the giant, red, bolded sign from the sky that read "MARRY ME

Proper Noun ". As I landed and stood up I slowly started to

processes everything that was happening around me. I read each word on the sign and was in complete shock.

Our families Verb Past Tense and Verb Past Tense as I began to understand what was happening and

Ronan dipped down onto one knee. I cried and sobbed like a baby and yelled out "hell yea" when he asked me to

marry him. I was so overwhelmed with excitement and pure happiness, I almost forgot to take my skydiving

Noun off. Then I watched as Ronan slipped the most perfect engagement Noun on my finger.

This ring is so meaningful and irreplaceable because in the middle of this ring sits a beautiful diamond that was

once worn by his great-great grandmother. It's an indescribable feeling I get when I look down at my left hand

and I am reminded I get to spend forever with the man who has made me, and continues to make me, the

Adjective girl in the world. Ronan, I love you more than you will every know.

I can't wait to steal your last Noun (and make my name significantly more difficult) on October 5TH

2019 at Montauk Downs! I can't wait to shake my Noun on the dance floor with you all night long and

make



that day one of the most memorable days of our lives. Meet you at the aisle in Montauk!
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